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Detailed implementation of the
observations and modelling
actions

The workshop should progress on the definition of the ISP and IIP, through the
discussions within the round tables
Work will continue after the workshop in the Working groups and with the ISSC

Aims of this talk
White Book (WB)

International Science Plan (ISP)

Main scientific issues and open questions

Science Program, general observation
and modelling strategies

International Implementation Plan (IIP)

Detailed implementation of the
observations and modelling
actions

To give an overview – rather exhaustive – of:
- the scientific issues and questions contained in the WB
- the proposed general experimental strategy
 in order to provide the necessary background for the round table discussions

WhiteBook drafting
 Contributors:
K. Béranger (ENSTA),I. Braud (CEMAGREF), F. Carlotti (LOB), A. Chanzy (INRA),
C. Claud (IPSL/LMD), G. Delrieu (LTHE), A. Doerenbecher (CNRM), S. Despiau (LEPI),
P. Drobinski (LMD), V. Ducrocq (CNRM), F. Dulac (CEA), X. Durrieu de Madron (CEFREM),
F. Elbaz (HSM), R. Escadafal (CESBIO), C. Estournel (LA), H. Giordani (CNRM),
C. Guieu (LOV), J. Guiot (CEREGE), S. Hallegate (CIRED &Météo-France),
M. Kageyama (IPSL), F. Jacob (LISAH), P. Lachassagne (BRGM), M. Lang (CEMAGREF),
L. Li (LMD), E. Martin (CNRM), F. Médail (IMEP), R. Moussa (LISAH), J.-L. Perrin (HSM),
M. Plu (CNRM), L. Prieur (LOV), O. Radakovitch (CEREGE), S. Rambal (CEFE),
D. Ricard (CNRM), J.-C. Rinaudo (BRGM), F. Roux (LA), C. Lutoff (PACTE),
S. Somot (CNRM), I. Taupier-Letage (LOB)
 First version discussed at the first HyMeX Workshop in January 2007.
 The second version issued in September 2007, somme additional material added in February
2008.

Main Scientific Topics

Objects are :
- Multi-compartments, including
processes at the interfaces
- Multi-scale (spatial and temporal)
including climate scale and intense events
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The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
Better understanding of the long-term water cycle over the
Mediterranean basin: variability and trend
 Water budget of the « Mediterranean Sea » box
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WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
The aims of WG1 is to quantify the various components of the water budget, including its
trend and projection
E-P-R budget constrains two key components of the Mediterranean circulation :
- the yearly dense water formation rate (including temperature and salinity)  drive the thermohaline
circulation
-The density of the Med. Water flowing at the Gibraltar strait  influence the Atlantic ocean
characteristics.
Mediterranean circulation
Water budget of the Mediterranean sea from
reanalyses, LMDZ and ARPEGE-Climat

Mariotti et al. (2002)

LMDZ

 Large uncertainty in the estimation
and simulation of the
Mediterranean Sea water budget
ARPEGE

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
Evaporation over the sea is the leading term of the water budget variability

NCEP

ERA
UWM/COADS

Time series of annual means of
evaporation over Med for 1948-1998
(Mariotti et al, 2002)

 Very few measurements, low resolution and low quality
 Uncertainties in the physical parameterizations
Winter mean evaporation 1979-1993
WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

(Mariotti et al, 2002)

WG1 Needs and Proposals (1/7)

Evaporation:
Direct observations of evaporation are needed for a better estimation of this term. Ship
campaigns are necessary to obtain spatial high-resolution gridded data for direct and indirect estimates,
and also to calibrate climate time scale monitoring systems using fixed buoy stations or satellite
measurements.

Improvement of the latent heat flux parameterizations over the sea. Focus on the bulk
formulae and the physics of the marine atmospheric boundary layer is needed. This development requires
high-resolution in-situ data on short time scale for validation and will profit both to Numerical Weather
Prediction models and Climate models.

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

WG1 Needs and Proposals (2/7)
Precipitation:
Development of a meta-database of existing precipitation observations over land:
precipitation over land is the best-known term of the Mediterranean water budget at different time scales.
However, data in southern Mediterranean remain sparse and daily data are not always available (for
scientists abroad). A meta-database dedicated to Mediterranean studies and listing the existing datasets
and their availability is then needed by the climate community.
 Fine scale and long-term precipitation products over land: Increasing the density of the
rainfall gauge is a solution but will never permit to recover the last 40-year high-resolution variability of this
field. Therefore, approaches combining dynamical or statistical downscaling methods applied on reanalysis
dataset and local validation with high-resolution station data are necessary. Indeed, a homogeneous
dataset of high quality all around the basin for at least daily time scale and over a period of time long
enough to study decadal variability and long-term trends possibly due to climate change are necessary.
 More accurate estimation of precipitation over sea: until now, the precipitation estimates
over the Mediterranean Sea depend on reanalyzes and indirect measurements. Reanalyzes are however
not accurate enough in terms of precipitation (Mariotti et al., 2002; Josey, 2003) and the land-sea
correction of the precipitation are rather empiric. This results in a too large uncertainty for the evaluation of
this term of the budget. Precipitation measurements over the sea are essential for a thorough validation of
the reanalyzes or GCM/RCM and the improvement of their physical parameterizations. Over the sea, the
satellite- based products should also be taken into account when developing the precipitation (and
evaporation) dataset.
 Detection and attribution of the observed trends in precipitation for the Mediterranean
basin are also questions completely open. Regional technique should be developed and applied to the
Mediterranean dataset.

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

WG1 Needs and Proposals (3/7)

Atmospheric water transport:
 Identification/quantification of moisture transport: The evaluation of moisture transport in
the water budget (and the water flux divergence) and its contribution to E-P-R at high temporal resolution
(to investigate the seasonal variability) remain key issues like in other recent large field experiments
(IHOP_2002, AMMA, COPS). Both should be better quantified using (suited) observations, mesoscale
assimilation systems (for continental surfaces, ocean and atmosphere) and high-resolution regional
models with thoroughful validation.
Air-sea coupling: estimates of water vapor transport from the Mediterranean area towards the
southern and eastern part of Europe are different when using a fully coupled atmospheric/oceanic model
instead of an atmospheric model alone (Somot et al., 2007). Moreover, switching from a non-coupled to a
coupled regional model can enhance the warming and drying simulated for Europe for the 21st century.
Regional SST patterns and/or regional air-sea interactions seem to be the key processes explaining this
behaviour. Their links with the regional water transport should be investigated during HyMeX.

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
River run-off from small and intermittent rivers can account up to 40% in large floods
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Top 10 rivers contribute ~50 %of the
total input
Source : Margat, 2004
WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
Long term change of freshwater inputs
(from Ludwig et al, 2003)

NEMO-MED8 bathy
Med Sea Water Budget (mm/d) from
1961-1989 long ocean simulations with and
without river interannual variability
(Courtesy Beuvier, Ludwig, Sevault, Somot, Stanev)

E-P-R

 Difficult to discriminate between lower
precipitation and water use increase (dams)
 Interannual standard deviation is weaker with
interannual variability of rivers, leading to
changes in the ocean deep convection and in the
heat/salt content long-term evolution
WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

R
Black: without river interannual variability
Blue: with
E-P

WG1 Needs and Proposals (4/7)

River runoff to the Mediterranean Sea:
Accurate estimation of river runoff: This might be achieved from already existing database in
taking into account the decadal temporal variation of the discharge.

Observed trends in river run-off: As an integrated system, the rivers allow to point out long-term
trends in the water cycle, even if the anthropogenic changes of these rivers are a problem in that issue.
Then we can ask two specific questions: is it possible to isolate some long-term trends in this part of the
budget and evaluate its impact on the Mediterranean Sea hydrology ? For this long-term trend, can we
besides separate the direct anthropogenic changes (dam, irrigation) from the indirect changes (increase in
GHG concentration

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

WG1 Needs and Proposals (5/7)
Gibraltar Strait transport and exchanges wit the Black and Red Seas:
 Find alternatives to the stationarity hypothesis: (i.e. balance between the surface water flux
and the Gibraltar transport) we should focus on direct measurements with a high temporal and spatial
resolution and over a long period of time. Multi time-scale observations are needed from seasonal to
interannual variability and long-term trends.
Develop multiple-level nested ocean models approaches: In terms of modeling, the
Gibraltar Strait transports is simulated either at very high resolution by limited area models for short time
period and with idealized forcings, or at low resolution by Mediterranean or global ocean models but over
longer periods and more realistic forcings (see Artale et al. 2006 for a review and Sannino et al. 2007). The
two approaches should now converge in using nested and coupled models […]
 Study the impact of the Black Sea - Aegean Sea exchanges: The impact of the Black Sea
- Aegean Sea exchanges on the Mediterranean water budget as well as on the Mediterranean
thermohaline circulation is uncertain up to now and could be evaluated through sensitivity experiments at
the different time scales (as made in Skirlis et al., 2007 on the influence of the Nile river). These
experiments must include tests on the way of modeling the strait exchanges in introducing at least a strait
model but perhaps also a Black Sea model in the Mediterranean Sea model.
 Evaluate the influence of the Suez canal: First estimates from observations and first
sensitivity tests in modelling have to be done in order to close or open the question of the influence of the
Suez canal.

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
Heat content (°C) and salinity (psu) of the
Mediterranean Sea
HyMeX LOP

Global Mediterranean water budget

(Sevaut et al., 2004)

The POMME experiment
(Memery et al., 2005)
 The global water budget can also be estimated indirectly trough heat and salt budgets, like in
the POMME experiment.
 How the the climate change will influence the water budget of the Mediterranean Sea ?
WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

WG1 Needs and Proposals (6/7)

Global Mediterranean water budgets:
Dedicated in-situ oceanographic campaigns: data of temperature, salinity and mixed layer
depth should be acquired during a one-year period on a defined area. Heat and salt advection terms
should be measured at the boundaries and air-sea flux estimates should be obtained for the same area
and period of time. Spatial high-resolution measurements are required as well as two or three in-situ
campaigns. The river inflow term should not be neglected a priori when working on the Mediterranean Sea
Dedicated ocean and coupled regional models: specific modelling tools (preferably atmosphereocean coupled models) should be set up to re-do the given period with or without assimilation of the in-situ
data of temperature and salinity. Walin's method and mixed layer heat and salt budgets should be
computed from the model outputs.canal.

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

WG1 Needs and Proposals (7/7)
Global Mediterranean water budget (Trend and Projection):
Quantify the impact of the intense events on the different terms of the water budget and
on the various processes by sensitivity studies with appropriate models. […] The periods of strong evaporation
under dry and cold air masses, of intense precipitation events and of floods have to be documented during
HyMeX Observation Periods and examined with respect to the anomalies of the Mediterranean Thermohaline
Circulation (MTHC).
Quantify drying and associated uncertainties with the climate change: A multi-model approach
covering the wide range of uncertainties in regional climate change scenario should be used. Among the
sources of uncertainty we can cite the choice of the GHG concentration scenario, of the global coupled model,
of the downscaling technique (statistical or dynamical), of the regional climate model in case of dynamical
downscaling, of the resolution/domain size of the RCM, of forcing or coupling with the Mediterranean Sea. […]
Validation of the regional climate models on evaporation over sea: This will lead to better confidence
concerning the regional climate change scenarios. The evaluation of the uncertainty for this term has not been
done yet, even if multi-model datasets starts to become available.
Evaluate uncertainties due to river runoff changes: This should be done thanks to a multi-model
approach and in collaboration with hydrologists.
Evaluate uncertainties due to exchanges with the Black Sea: In the climate change scenarios, the
exchanges with the Black Sea are one of the E-P-R terms for which the uncertainty is the most important […].
Evaluate the regional sea level change for the Mediterranean Sea, it requires at least the use of freesurface regional ocean models as well as the estimate of the mass exchanges with the Atlantic Ocean and of
the local sea level behaviour due to the changes in the salt content, the heat content and the river inflows.

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
 The « Continental » box
 water resource is scarce an unevenly distributed in space and time
 typical physiographic features of the watersheds (medium to small in size, upstream mountainous
area and a downstream quite flat coastal outlet, both karstic and porous-type aquifers)
Anthropogenic pressures (recent changes in land use/land cover, strong urbanization and
population growth in coastal areas, tourism,etc)

Increase of urban population
in 2025 horizon (EPAREB, 1995)

Mean annual Precipitation (Plan bleu)

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

EPAREB
(1995)

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
 The aims of WG2 are to quantify and simulate the various natural and
anthropogenetic components of the water cyle from the local to the regional scale

Scales and processes representation
WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
 Process studies and small catchment scale modelling of the water and energy balance

Scales and processes representation
WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
Evapotranspiration at theOMERE observatory
Multilocal SVAT simulations against eddy covariance measurement
(Bsaibes, 2007)

 Eddy correlation is the most accurate method,
but its coverage is limited.
 Should be combined with other methods
(scintillometers, micro-wave sensors) , in
particular over complex terrains.
WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (1/9)
Evapotranspiration over complex terrains:
 Develop the use of advanced methods for the monitoring of evapotranspiration over
complex terrains: The understanding of eddy correlation measurements should be improved. The use of
scintillometers should also be developed. Both have to be used over heterogeneous and hilly (or
mountainous) catchments.

 Design experiments dedicated to the validation of evapotranspiration measurements:
The experiments should take place in heterogeneous and hilly catchments. The synergistic use of EC and
scintillometer must be encouraged in order to improve the relevance of upscale procedure.

Role of vegetation:
Local scale monitoring of Mediterranean vegetation species: Field experiments, including the
water energy and carbon balance, will be performed in order to derive parameterisations of vegetation
functioning.
Parameterisation of the Mediterranean vegetation in SVATs: Efforts on modelling are required
to include the Mediterranean vegetation features when parameterising SVAT and vegetation models, as well
as for deepening the coupling existing between both models.
Calibration of SVATs models and assimilation: The calibration must take into account the
specific Mediterranean conditions about soil, vegetation and water. It has to be addressed using multiobjective
criteria. Assimilation techniques (as adjoint modelling) can also strengthen the calibration.

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (2/9)
Snow processes:
Characterize the effects of the high spatio-temporal variability of snow cover within
mountainous semi-arid regions, or medium altitude watersheds, where the snow coverage is ephemeral and
the snowline is extremely variable, which is a critical issue for adequate monitoring of snow dynamics.
Improve the snowmelt parametrization to simulate shallow snow taking into account the
interaction with the soil and vegetation, combined with other physical processes. This can be performed by
refining the physical processes described in the model or by local calibration.

Water pathway at the hill slope scale :
 Hillslope experiments: complement the experiments dedicated to floods with geological and
geophysical soil and subsoil structural characterizations, long term 3-D high frequency monitoring of soil
moisture, and shallow aquifers using piezometers, tensiometers, soil water content local measurements,
complemented with geophysical monitoring, and also with discharges measurements […]. Geochemical
tracing is also to be used for providing information on water pathways and transfer mechanisms, highly
complementary to the above described physical approaches. The flux and interaction with the river network
must also be monitored in details.

 Develop 3D modelling of the water fluxes within the soil and subsoil and their
interactions with the surface water network: 3D water transfer and storage at the surface, within
soils, subsoil and the interactions with the river network. The modelling of ephemeral networks and springs,
flux and storage at the interfaces, etc. which can significantly modify the dynamics of water transfer, is also a
challenge. Inclusion of hydrological discontinuities such as ditches, roads, must also be achieved. […].
Coupling with SVATs must be performed to model the whole hydrological cycle.
WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (3/9)

Aquifers at catchnment scales:
Structure and functioning of karstic aquifers. The understanding of the natural functioning of the
karstic watersheds, management of their various resources require developing a deterministic structural
approach: characterise the geometry of the hydrogeologically active (transmissive and capacitive) karstic
network from the local scale (epikarst features) to the catchment scale, notably through deterministic
speleogenesis modelling, and develop the building-up of modelling tools […].
Functioning of the coastal porous aquifers. The emphasis should be put on a better
understanding and modelling of the fresh to saline water relationships which, among others, require an
enhanced characterization of the structure and the hydrodynamic properties of these aquifers. The 3D
geometry of the aquifers, aquitards and aquicludes, and a better evaluation of the permeability and storativity
of the aquitards should particularly be investigated through various types of monitoring, including the use of
geochemical tools, and modelling. The precise description and modelling of the (fresh/brackish/saline)
groundwater to surface water relationships (from the coastal rivers to the sea, through the lagoons and
wetlands) must also be addressed.

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (4/9)
Integrated modelling for catchments of a few km2 to tens of km2 :
 Characterization of soil properties at the scale of the modelling units: Soil characteristics
are difficult to obtain although some effort has been dedicated towards the constitution of soil data bases and
landscape classification. But research is still needed to be able to derive quantitative information about soil
hydraulic properties, which are crucial for water transfer within soils and to develop pedo-transfer functions
adapted to the Mediterranean region.
 Use of remote sensing data and GIS layers to represent the heterogeneity of the surface, derive
water pathways, describe the sub-grid scale variability of elements which are not resolved explicitly (ditches,
ephemeral river networks, roads, etc.), and to define modelling units. Appropriate methods must be proposed
and automatized in order to represent such heterogeneity of the surface. Techniques such as multi-objective
calibration or adjoint modelling, Kalman filtering can be used to assimilate remote sensing data (about
vegetation characteristics, surface soil moisture, etc..) to constrain or to initialize the models.
 Linking the hydrologic response and the landscape characteristics. High-resolution
products concerning topography, geology (including weathering), karstification (and particularly karstification
at the kilometric scale, with the associated temporary springs), soil, land use, vegetation cover, need to be
considered to link the hydrologic response to the landscape characteristics and hence allow extrapolations/
parameterizations for ungauged basins.
 Development of parameterisation, calibration and validation strategies. Acquire the
complementary observations needed for a multi-site, multi-scale (plot scale, hillslope, small and large basins),
and multi-tools (physical parameters, tracers, etc.) approach. Specific parameterisation strategies must be
developed in order to avoid over-parameterisation and "equifinality" problems. Error propagation analysis must
be conducted: error on input variables and parameters (e.g. measured or predicted precipitation, soil and
subsoil characteristics, channel network geometry, aquifer hydrodynamic properties, etc.)
WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
 The regional scale contribution of the continental surfaces to the water budget

Scales and processes representation
WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (5/9)

 Near surface atmospheric analysis database over the Med region:
Conduct an atmospheric analysis of low-level parameters: The analysis should cover a long
term period. A particular emphasis should be put on high quality precipitation fields, by using radars. Satellite
data will be used for surface radiative fluxes estimation. The target spatial and temporal resolution is one to a
few km2 and one hour, respectively.

 Improvement of land cover description:
 Improve the land use and land cover maps for the Mediterranean area on the basis of
existing classification schemes (e.g. Ecoclimap, ?) and high resolution satellite data. The target spatial
resolution is 100x100 m2.

Derive maps of surface biogeological parameters (LAI, albedo, ?) from satellite data. The
target spatial resolution is 100x100 m2.

 Sub-grid scale parameterization for the land surface:
 Develop sub-grid scale parameterisations for SVAT: The emphasis should be put on the
influence of orography, landscape organisation and anthropogenic impact on water pathways.

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (6/9)

 Development of a regional hydrological modelling, including aquifers:
Build a hydrological model based on existing work: A special emphasis should be put on the
Mediterranean characteristics, such as orography, vegetation, dry soils, intermittent rivers and the
anthropogenic influence.
Integrate the groundwater component in the regional modelling, both for porous and karstic
aquifers, at the scale of the regional model.

 Transversal issues: interfaces and databases
Generalise the already existing interface rules between models and apply them to the
regional modelling. A strict respect of these rules will allow an easy exchange of the various components
of the coupled model and enhance our ability to improve the quality of the results.
Build a database of observations: This action must have a high priority. At first, a definition of the
data to be included in the database must be conducted.

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (7/9)

 Polluant dynamics in intermittent rivers:
 hydrological behaviour : Characterize the hydrological behaviour of the intermittent rivers and
determine the processes of flow generation by the acquisition of the required data at the catchment scale.
Determine the duration of the low flow and dry periods taking into account the persistence of pools in the
riverbed and water storage in neighbouring shallow aquifers as well as determine the flood frequency and
magnitude.
The pollutant dynamics: Characterize continuous or non-continuous pollution point sources, in terms
of flow and concentrations. Analyse the spatial variability and temporal dynamics of pollutants in the water
column, in link with the hydrological conditions and the variability of the pollution point sources. Analyse the
relationship between the water column and the riverbed as well as to determine the pollutant accumulation,
transformation and bioavailability in the sediments.
Management : Evaluate the impact of point source pollution inputs on intermittent rivers, in particular,
the acceptable levels of pollutant discharges into these rivers. Develop a model for management purposes.

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (8/9)
 Climatic and anthropogenic forcings:
 Build a database of high resolution regional climate scenarios for the region, in order to
run impact models. A special effort should be put on desagregation approaches, which are mandatory in order
to downscale the outputs of the GCMs predictions at fine scale. Another important issue is to achieve a
realistic estimation of extreme events trends (rainfall, droughts) and the associated uncertainty.
 Improve our knowledge on socio economic feed backs induced by global change. It
thus also requires the building up of prospective socio-economic scenarios (for which a key methodological
challenge will lie in developing methodologies for downscaling the socio-economic component of the SRES
scenario from a global to a very local level: quantitative assumptions related to the main socio-economic
drivers as well as the narrative storylines developed at the local level will have to be consistent with
assumptions made at the global level), and the linking up of physical and socio-economic modelling tools.

 Provide land-use change scenarios (and past-reconstruction) consistent with the
socio-economic scenario in order to evaluate the impact of land-use change on the hydrological cycle.
Reconstruction of past land-use and of its evolution, especially in relation with urbanisation and the
modifications of agricultural practices, would also be useful to assess the predictive capacity of models.
Improve impact models on both physical and socio economic aspects. The models must
properly simulate the physical feedbacks induced by climate change like the direct effect of CO2 on plants,
change in sea level, change in land use, etc The validation of these models on the present climate should also
be focussed on aspects critical for the future (e.g. low flows, dry soils, aquifer recharge, ?).

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

WG2 Needs and Proposals (9/9)
 Remote sensing:
 Efforts on measuring by synergistically using ground based, airborne and spaceborne
data, with benefits from Environmental Regional Observatories (OMERE, OHMCV, RESYST), extension of
some networks (e.g. SMOSMANIA for the soil moisture), and from the planned CAL/VAL sites (SMOS,
VENµS). Assessing the potential of solar (hyperspectral and LIDAR) and microwave (SAR including
polarimetric interferometry), for a 3D description of landscape and canopy structures, and for the monitoring of
river flow and snow cover. At coarser scales, […] deepening the potentials of solar hyperspectral, multiangular
TIR, and low frequency microwave, for characterizing soil properties, canopy thermal regime and subsurface
moisture, respectively.

Efforts on modelling and inversion for improving performances of retrieval algorithms.
Locally, refining radiative transfer modelling over the three spectral ranges: solar (soil reflectance, 3D
vegetation structure, biochemistry), TIR (canopy thermal regime), and microwave (soil and vegetation
scattering over dry areas, canopy backscattering).[…]
Efforts on assimilation techniques. Deepening the selection of relevant variables to be considered
according to the environmental context - e.g. soil and vegetation contributions. This includes sensitivity studies
by accounting for model and measurement uncertainties. .[…]
Efforts on appropriately using available spaceborne observations. Disaggregating kilometric
observations using space segmentation, i.e. spatial patterns related to functional typologies in terms of soil,
vegetation and water processes. This requires synergistically using field and remote sensing data. Deepening
data fusion and combination, to strengthen multisensor and possibly multiscale assimilation. […]
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The intense events:
processes and contribution to the trend
 Better understanding the intense events in relation with the water cycle
 Heavy precipitation and flash-floods (FF)
Study of the intense events (coupled processes and predictability) and
quantification of their contribution to the water cycle
Piedmont, 4-5 Nov.
Gard, 8-9 Sept. 2002
~700 mm in 24 hours
>20 deaths, 1.2 billion €
damages
(Delrieu et al., 2003)

Monthly distribution of daily
precipitation > 200 mm for
Cévennes-Vivarais region (Meteo-

Gandia, 3 Nov. 1987
~800 mm in 24
hours
(Fernandez et al.,
1995)

1994
~300 mm in 36 hours
> 60 deaths, 12 billion €
damages
(Buzzi et al., 1998)
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France MATE, 2002)
Algeria
Alger, 10 Nov. 2001
~260 mm in less than 24 hours
>700 deaths, 4 billion € damages
(Hamadache et al., 2002)

Seasonal distribution of 30 min lightning activity
March 2004-March 2005 (see poster Defer et al)

WG3 - Heavy precipitation, floods and flash-floods

The intense events:
processes and contribution to the trend
⇒The occurrence of heavy rainfall may
produce flash floods in catchments and
streams, which remain dry throughout much
of the year.
⇒ These flash floods are of short duration
(from a few minutes to a few hours) and have
high specific flood peaks (up to 20 m3/(km2
s)).

After Orlanski 1975 scale

WG3 - Heavy precipitation, floods and flash-floods

Courtesy of E. Gaume and G.Delrieu

WG3 Needs and Proposals (1/11)
 Heavy Precipitation characteristics:
 Long-term rainfall space-time series: Efforts to elaborate assembled precipitation climatology
from radar and rain gauge data should be undertaken. Very seldom raingauge time series exceed a period of
100 years in the Mediterranean region. Raingauge networks with acceptable densities exist since the 60's in
some parts of the Mediterranean region. Radar QPE at the regional scale starts to be feasible since the end
of the 90's thanks to progress in radar coverage and processing techniques. Another lead to identify and
characterize HPE should be a more intensive use of radar and satellite data over the sea […]
HPE space-time structure: Characterization of the intermittency and space-time structure of
Mediterranean rain fields for the various rain types (storms, MCS, orographic rain, fronts?) is useful for
implementing downscaling procedures, developing stochastic rainfall models and better understand the flood
genesis as the convolution of rain and geomorphological factors.
Relationship between weather regimes/cyclogeneses and HPEs: Identify weather regimes
prone to HPEs by extending classification methods to other fields more characteristic of Mediterranean
weather events and using mesoscale rainfall analyses to identify HPEs; Use long term meteorological
reanalyses (ERA40, NCEP/NCAR) and satellite data to document the link between cyclogeneses and HPEs;

Documentation of the nature, organization and life cycle of precipitating systems:
Determine the proportion of HPEs that can be attributed to quasi-stationary MCSs, slow moving frontal rainy
systems, or combination of different precipitating systems by documenting the lifecycle (initiation, mature and
dissipation stages) and internal dynamics of precipitating systems. Document the inter-annual and seasonal
variability of the various types of precipitating systems with regard to those of large-scale meteorological
conditions and sea surface temperature. Pay a special attention to extreme events within the HPE
distribution by making for instance an extreme event database over the Mediterranean based on past case
studies.[…]
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The intense events:
processes and contribution to the trend
 Relation between large-scale circulation and intense
precipitating events, mesoscale factors leading to heavy
precipitation events
Most often location of
cyclone (elliptic area)
in case of heavy
precipitation (Jansa et
al, 2001)
HPE over Spain

Unstable flow over a
mountain range in function
of wind speed (see posters of
Miglietta and Rotunno, Ricard et al)

⇒ Which combination of factors ( U,
CAPE, LFC, DCAPE, mountains,
etc) determines the location and
intensity of precipitating systems ?

HPE over Italy
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 Factors leading to HPE:
Better understanding the role of upper-level dynamics on HPEs: Investigate the role of
synoptic-scale and upper level dynamics on the triggering of HPEs, by better documenting PV streamers and
their fine scale structures and studying their interaction with orography and condensation processes.
Characterization of the low-level mesoscale environment: Improve the knowledge of
mesoscale features such as LLJ (intensity, orientation, moisture transport ?.) and other key ingredients
(CAPE, Precipitable Water, etc) related to HPEs by making use of fine scale data (through possible
mesoscale reanalyses) and of high-resolution numerical simulations.
Understanding the role of the complex orography of the region: Analyse not only the
individual role of the mountain ridges under different flow regimes, but also those resulting from the
combination of these reliefs (including small and low-mountains). Understand the modulation of precipitation
induced by the fine scale structures of relief as well as the role of neighbouring mountains.
Identifying mechanisms leading to high-accumulated surface rainfall: Further investigate
the mechanisms leading to stationarity of the MCSs, in particular study the interaction between cold pool
dynamics, incident low-level flow and relief; investigate the interactions between the large-scale upper-level
dynamics and the low-level mesoscale circulation; identify dominant microphysical processes and
environmental factors that lead to highly efficient precipitating systems (e.g. extreme events).
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6-h Backward trajectories (origin of the
parcels at 1.5 km 1, 3 km 2, 5 km 3, 7 km 4,
9 km 5), CAPE (from Nuissier et al, 2008)

processes and contribution to the trend
 Moisture origin and monitoring
Local sources of water vapour and remote
influences

Gard, 8-9 Sept. 2002

Evaporative sources contributing to rainfall
over PD area (Genoa gulf). Track of Tropical
storm Leslie (from Turato et al, 2004)

Aude, 12-13 Nov. 1999
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 Moisture monitoring and origin:
Moisture monitoring: Explore new capabilities of instruments and promote mesoscale assimilation of
their data together with satellite observations to provide 3D mesoscale moisture fields.

 Identification of water vapour origin: Determine the part of local source for moisture and heat
(Mediterranean Sea) and that of remote influences (tropical-extratropical interaction) by performing water
vapour budget and backward trajectory analyses; Study the impact of soil moisture on the life cycle of
precipitating systems.

 Role of mid-level dry air masses: Identify origin of mid-level dry air masses and investigate their
interaction with the dynamics of convective systems. Characterization of the low-level mesoscale
environment:
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 Impact of Mediterranean Sea on severe precipitation events

Louis (1979)

SST-1.5°C

Max=296 mm

Max=274 mm

18-h acc. precipitation
Coare3.0

⇒ Warm sea during the
autumn, moderate to
intense low-level jet
⇒ Intense air-sea
fluxes that fuel the
precipitating system
Latent and sensible heat surface fluxes
for the 12-13 Nov 1999 HPE, 10m winds
from MESO-NH (from Lebeaupin 2007)
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 Impact of Mediterranean Sea on severe precipitaion events:
 Impact of the sea surface temperature and thermal heat content on strong
atmospheric events (HPE and cyclogeneses): Develop coupling between mesoscale atmospheric
and oceanic layer models to study the impact of thermal heat content (and SST) during the different phases
of the life cycle of strong atmospheric events; Acquire the observations needed for validation of the coupled
models; determine the spatial scales and amplitude of THC/SST anomalies that influence the atmospheric
events.

Validation of surface fluxes parameterizations: Acquire the observations needed for validation
of surface fluxes parameterizations suitable for conditions encountered during the Mediterranean heavy
precipitation and intense marine low-level winds that often prevail during HPE.
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 Role of aerosols:
 Role of aerosols as CCN/ICN: document the types of aerosols encountered during HPEs (marine,
industrial and urban, dusts, erosion aerosols, ...). Study the aerosol indirect effect in contributing to
increase/decrease precipitation production. Are the marine aerosols injected in the boundary layer able to
modify, through their possible role of CCN/ICN, significantly the cloud development?

Radiative effect of aerosols: better quantify the aerosols impact on the sea-surface temperature
(SST) in reducing the incoming solar radiation. Can the aerosol direct effect contribute to inhibiting
convection by reducing the surface latent/heat fluxes.
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 Modelling and Predictability issues:
Mesoscale data assimilation within cloudy and precipitating systems: Progress in the
assimilation of non-conventional data (cloudy radiances, radar, lidar, etc); Assess the benefit of Rapid
Update high-resolution data assimilation cycle.

 Improving physical parameterizations of mesoscale models: Test sensitivity to different
parameterizations (microphysical schemes, turbulence parameterization).

Predictability of HPEs: Design and assess ensemble prediction systems for mid-term and short-term
that will help to refine the prediction of the position, evolution and the rainfall amount of the HPEs;
Characterize the predictability of HPEs by investigating the characteristics of initial conditions errors and of
uncertainties in model physics on perturbation growth.
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 Hydrologic and Hydraulic responses to HPEs
1: No spatial
variability
2: + Topography
variability
3: + rainfall
variability
4: + initial water
content
variability
5: + hydrological
parameters
variability
6: + velocities
transfer
parameters
variability

Cumulative distributions of the TOPMODEL
performance over Cévennes-Vivarais small to
medium basins (Le lay and Saulnier, 2007)

~ 50% of hydrological catchments are karstic
catchments.
some coastal karstic aquifers (not exhaustive)
(Courtesy of N. Dörfliger)

⇒ hydrologic response explained by both the rainfal variability and the initial water content
variability
⇒ the karstic parts can strongly modulate the hydrological response (fast/delayed transfer,
localized losses, etc)
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 Quantitative precipitation estimate:
 Quantitative precipitation estimates (QPE) with high spatial and temporal resolution
(1 km2, 10 min, typically) at the regional scale. Weather radars are the most promising systems
for this objective. The combined use of several radar systems operating with volume-scanning strategies and
implementation of physically-based regionalized and adaptive radar processing algorithms are required to
produce reliable radar QPE. Radar-raingauge merging may still be needed to remove spatial biases;
however, such a merging should be implemented with great care, and probably avoided in the real-time
monitoring context.
Radar QPE error models. Radar QPE error models need to be established to assess uncertainties on
spatial rainfall estimates. It should be recognized that such uncertainties are radar range, intensity,
integration time step and rain-type dependent.
Nowcasting techniques. Due to the fast hydrologic dynamics of Mediterranean watersheds, QPF are
critically needed for lead times ranging from several days (early warning) down to some tens of minutes
(nowcasting).
Evaluation procedures for QPE and QPF. Reference QPE provided by high-quality raingauge
networks with adequate densities are required over large parts of the regions of interest (hydrometeorological
observatories) to assess the quality of QPE and QPF derived from observations and numerical models.
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 hydrologic response to HPE:
Hydrologic experiments at the hillslope scale. Field experiments are needed to further
understand hydrologic processes at very small scales from the hillslope down to the riparian aquifer and to
the river. The newly available hydrogeophysical probing techniques (Robinson et al., 2006) should be used
together with more classical hydrologic instrumentation for a non-destructive characterization of the subsoil
and the water fluxes occurring there during HPEs.

Linking the hydrologic response and the landscape characteristics. Such experiments
should be performed for various types of landscapes. High-resolution products concerning topography,
geology, soil, land use, vegetation cover need to be considered to link the hydrologic response to the
landscape characteristics and hence allow extrapolations/parameterizations for ungauged basins. Compiling
data on past FFs and performing intensive post-flood campaigns for the extreme events to occur in the
Mediterranean region with a unified methodology is a complementary way for increasing such a knowledge.
Developing post-event analysis is a major objective of the HYDRATE STREP
(http://www.hydrate.tesaf.unipd.it/).
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 hydraulic response to HPE:
Remote sensing techniques for flooding-river characterization. […] Such techniques are
already employed for height measurements (e.g. ultra-sonic probes fixed on bridges). In addition, performing
velocity measurements is especially critical: large scale PIV techniques based on video imagery (Creutin et
al., 2003) or radar techniques need to be developed and implemented for estimating surface velocities.
Bathymetry of the changing river beds is also a concern. Light and mobile hydrometry equipment should also
be assembled for opportunistic discharge rough estimates during floods.
Distributed hydrometry. The capability to measure discharges in many places is certainly a very
important subject to develop in the future to constrain distributed hydrologic and hydraulic modeling at the
regional scale. In a first step, one can imagine to implement new remote sensing systems over already
operational control points in order to assess the new techniques with direct flow measurements for low to
medium floods and increase the existing rating curves robustness for high floods.[…] In a second step,
distributed hydrometry plans should be established to dramatically increase the number of control points over
selected watersheds for an in-depth spatial characterization of their spatial response.
Sediment yields and pollutant fluxes in intermittent rivers. […]. This requires a better
knowledge of the specific biogeochemical processes that may influence the release and/or retention and/or
degradation of pollutants on temporary catchments. The continuous monitoring of selected rivers using
automatic sampling systems has to be implemented.
Karst and flooding river interactions. The karstic parts of a watershed may strongly modulate the
river regime during floods through fast or delayed transfer of the rainfall to the stream, localized losses and
(temporal or perennial) springs, non linear in time behaviours, etc. […]
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 Modelling and predictability issues :
Initial soil moisture characterization. A critical point for the flood-event models is related to the
determination of the initial moisture state of the watersheds. Research needs to be realized to assess the
ability of regional water-budget models to provide such an initial state.

 Use of real-time quantitative precipitation estimates (QPE). Specific problems arise for QPE
in the real-time context (sensor drifts or failures, telemetry failures?) which need to be addressed very
pragmatically.

 Use of real-time quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPF). Due to the fast response times
of the Mediterranean catchments, the use of QPF is compulsory to extend the forecasting lead times further
than the watershed response times. QPF provided by numerical models and nowcasting techniques may
take diverse forms and generally need to be disaggregated in space and/or in time before to be used as
forcing variables. A number of research and practical questions arise from this necessary adaptation.

Test beds. Test-beds need to be implemented for assessing hydro-meteorological forecasting systems
in the real-time context. Special attention needs to be paid to uncertainty characterization and propagation
through the observation/modeling system (e.g. COST Action 731 "Propagation of uncertainty in advanced
meteo-hydrological forecast systems"; "Bassins Versants Numériques Expérimentaux" of SCHAPI;
"Hydrologic Ensemble Prediction Experiment (HEPEX)"). capability to measure discharges in many places is
certainly a very important subject to develop in, etc.
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 Impact of climate change on HPE and Flash-floods:
Extreme rainfall assessment: The compilation of raingauge data from the networks available during
the systematic observation period (last 50 years) is in progress for the Cévennes region, France. This
dataset will allow to re-assess extreme rainfall parameters and their spatial dependence and variability. […]
Intercomparison of extreme rainfall and flood distribution assessment: Various
approaches will be compared: standard application of extreme value distribution on systematic records,
rainfall-runoff approaches (Gradex, Agregee, Schadex, Shyreg), and regional approaches. The ten long
historical discharge series available in the Mediterranean area will be used as a reference.
Palaeo-hydrometeorology: A strategy has to be defined for collecting and analysing sediment
records in a number of Mediterranean media region (karstic systems, deltas, lagoons?) to elaborate
information on extreme events and the climatic variability for a long duration (last millennium, at least). Such
palaeo series and proxies should be put in relation with historical records, when available. […]

 Projection of HPE and FF in climate scenarios:
Heavy precipitation and flood frequency analysis in a non stationary context. Statistical
models need to be developed, in order to combine observed trends on rainfall and flood extremes and the
predicted evolution by climate models, using co-variables. A specific work is expected to model the
dependence of extreme values, and to infer the spatial extent of such catastrophic events.

Climate change impact on frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation and flashflood extremes: To further increase confidence in climate model results for the rainfall over the western
Mediterranean regions, through the use of regional climate models. […]
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 Intense air-sea exchanges
 Better understanding of the wind storm dynamics and the contribution of coupled
processes
Monthly frequency of intense cyclones
(ERA40 1957-2002) (Homar, 2007)
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Climatology of western
Mediterranean cyclones
using the
MEDEX database (Campins et
al, 2006)

⇒ various types (baroclinic, lee, thermal cyclogeneses) , from
Dec. to April, previligied areas
⇒ many factors (baroclinicity, PV anomalies, orography, airsea interactions, convection, latent heat release,) that need to
be better document and understand
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The intense events:
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 Intense air-sea exchanges
 Better understanding of the wind storm and regional wind dynamics and the
contribution of coupled processes
SST over the Gulf of Lion
(Mercator, 2006)

Regional winds (from Lionello et al, 2006)
 Spectacular shift: average sea surface temperature in July 2006,
(bottom), in August 2006, (top). July situation has been drastically
changed in a few days, because of the Mistral (5°C difference).
 Can such fast SST change modulate the Mistral dynamics?
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 Strong winds over the Mediterranean Sea:
Multi-scale space-time series of near-surface winds, temperature and humidity:
Elaboration of an extensive dataset of surface winds, temperature and humidity over land and sea combining
in-situ measurements (buoys, weather stations), and airborne and spaceborne remote sensor measurements
(SAR, lidar), as well as wind profilers to identify the upper-level features (mountain waves,etc) contributing to
low-level wind reinforcement and vertical profiles of temperature, humidity and pressure to analyze the role of
stability in the low-level wind dynamics. Combination of wind, temperature and humidity sensors should be
privileged to evaluate water and heat advection associated with the strng winds.

Relation between strong surface winds and large-scale predictors: Derivation of predictors
(large-scale circulations, local topography, coastline shape,etc) of the regional strong winds (including the
relationship between cyclones and strong wind). In the framework of HyMeX, the physical or statistical
relationship between the predictors and the predictands (surface wind and heat transport) may be
determined and/or validated using the collected dataset and be evaluated as forecast systems. Special focus
should be made on the sensitivity of the local wind response to any change of the set of predictors.

Quantification of strong-wind induced heat advection: Measurements and analysis of the
dominant temporal and spatial variability scales of the regional strong winds and associated temperature and
humidity advections which are key terms to estimate the air-sea exchanges.
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 Better understanding the Mediterranean Sea response to strong winds

Major sites of
dense water
formation
Major sites of
deep water
formation
Influence of
coastal waters
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The phases of ocean convection

Preconditionning
Nov, Dec

 High interanual
variability of ocean
convection
occurrence and
intensity.

Deep convection
Jan, Feb

Restratification
Spring

Spreading
March
J. Marshall and F. Schott
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 Fast response of the Mediterranean Sea to strong winds:
Space-time series of oceanic hydrological characteristics: Elaboration of a data base with
measurements of surface heat fluxes during several autumn and winter periods (using in-situ sensors at the
surface on buoys; using space-borne measurements of surface fluxes like SSMI, Bourras et al., 2002).
Variability intense air-sea exchanges: Documentation of the interannual variability of intense airsea exchanges and associated deep oceanic convection in the four major formation sites (spatial extension,
occurrence and time-duration of the convective chimneys) using moored CTDs in key-points (explore the
hypothesis of a DWF area in the southeast of Corsica). Evaluation of the impact of surface wind variability
(including diurnal variability) on air-sea exchanges and oceanic convection (in particular preconditioning and
oceanic mixing).
 Air-sea exchanges parameterizations: Evaluation and improvement of parameterizations of heat
fluxes in the presence of strong (and weak) winds

Impact of the oceanic dynamics on the modulation of air-sea fluxes, oceanic mixing
and dense water formation (eddy, current, waves, etc): Evaluation of the possible correlation between
surface heat fluxes and the evolution of the oceanic dynamics and oceanic mixing layer properties.

Relation between ecosystems dynamics and physical processes in the atmosphere
and ocean: Identification of the different time scales of the ecosystems response to intense events (floods,
flushing of the coastal zone/ shelf by storms or by dense water cascading, strong winds) and of the effects of
these intense events on the structure and functioning of the ecosystems.
 Relation between DWF and ecosystem properties: Quantification of the influence of the
periods of strong mixing and convection on the phytoplanktonic production and the structure of the pelagic
ecosystem. Evaluation of the relation between spatio-temporal variability of bloom events and DWF, and of
the impact of changes in bloom events and primary production on the SST and the upper stratification of the
sea.
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Dispersion of water masses
 The Mediterranean Sea response to strong winds

ADW
WMDW

CIW - CDW

LIW - LDW
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 The slow branch of the Mediterranean water cycle:
 Dense water and upper oceanic layer properties: Determination of the role of the deeper
waters in the hydrological characteristics of the upper oceanic layer

 Dense water export: Determination of the mechanisms driving the export of intermediate and deep
waters far from their formation region (boundary currents, oceanic eddies, SCVs,)

DWF and climate trends: Monitoring of the DWF and the thermohaline circulation with long term
measurements since DWF is a proxy for the detection of climatic trends.
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 Air-sea feedbacks onatmosphere and ocean circulations:
Time and spatial scales for air-sea feedbacks: Determination of how and on what spatial and
time scales air-sea interactions modulate the atmospheric forcing (strong wind, cyclone) and the oceanic
mixing and thermal content of the upper oceanic layer

 Role of marine aerosols on air-sea fluxes:
 Space-time series of oceanic aerosol properties: Measurement of aerosols properties (aerosol
speciation, size,..)

Relation between aerosols and surface heat fluxes: Quantification of the correlation between
heat fluxes with aerosol concentration and properties and to suspension efficiency (directly related to the
wind speed). Evaluation whether marine aerosol and heat and moisture exchange are linked to the
Mediterranean meteorological conditions that prevail during strong wind events
Relation between aerosols and cloud formation: Evaluation of the ability of the aerosols in
suspension to produce low-level clouds and eventually precipitation

Parameterization of sea-atmosphere turbulent fluxes parameterization accounting for
marine aerosol contribution: Quantification the contribution of the role of the aersol on heat and water
fluxes and evaluation of the necessity to develop new sea-atmosphere turbulent fluxes parameterization
accounting for aerosol contribution.
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 Modelling air-sea interactions:
 Coupled simulations are needed to resolve the complex air-sea interactions, in particular to
reproduce the interannual variability of THC and the observed trends in the Mediterranean water masses,
and to be able to predict the evolution of the circulations along the 21st century.
Model configurations: Determination of the optimal configuration of atmospheric and oceanic models
(time frequency, parameterization, horizontal and vertical resolution) and identification of the relevant key
variables to use for the coupling (at which time frequency and spatial resolution).eterizations of heat fluxes in
the presence of strong (and weak) winds.
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The Coastal zone

Inputs of
freshwater

 The continental shelf domain (z< 200m) is
a region of transformation and interaction
between surface and bottom mixed layers
 The continental slope domain (z < 2000 m)
iss a zone of exchanges and interactions
with the open sea
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Water and heat
transfers

ShelfShelf-slope
exchanges

The Coastal zone
G. of Lion

Adriatic S.

Thermaikos / Samothraki G.

AVHRR March 99

Strong winter cooling and mixing of coastal waters
(Courtesy X. Durrieu de Madron)

 Similarities of the Northern Mediterranean shelves
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The Coastal zone

Tramontana

Mistral

sea surface current
according to the
wind regime
( Estournel et al. 2003,
Ulses et al, 2007)

Tramontana + Mistral

Marin

 various wind-driven circulation patterns at mesoscale
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 Scale of ocean-atmosphere exchange :
The point concerns the coupling between the atmosphere and the coastal ocean (in particular the
quantification of water and heat exchanges) and the best way to address this coupling in the models.

The bulk parameterizations used in state of the art coastal models, which allow some feedbacks
under strong fluxes conditions. Is this approach adequate? What are its limits?

Do we need fully coupled atmospheric and oceanic models? If yes, is this need shared by
the meteorological community? What improvements of the spatial and temporal resolution of meteorological
models are necessary for the coastal ocean (spectral response of the coastal ocean to the spectrum of the
atmospheric forcing)?.
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Inputs and fate of freshwater :
The dilution processes need to be clearly understood to be able to understand and model the dispersal of
large freshwater inputs and associated elements, and subsequently its impact on the biogeochemistry of the
coastal zone. These dilution processes include:

 the complex turbulence related to buoyancy effects associated to the mixing induced both by the
wind and the waves,

 the coastal processes, such as downwellings forced by onshore winds, upwelling, alternation of
wind regimes.

Submarine groundwater exchanges in coastal zone neeed to be better estimated, as well the
processes driven these exchanges identified. A better understanting of seawater intrusion is also
needed.
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 Formation and fate of intermediate and deep water formed on the shelves:
A quantitative assessment of the dense water formed on the continental shelves and their contribution to
intermediate and deep waters need to be performed. This assessment can be performed in two phases:
 the prospecting of the potential sites based on the analysis of the existing data bases, the
occurrence of favourable criteria (e.g., significant air-sea fluxes coupled to significant residence times),
satellite imagery, modeling and direct observations.
 the description of the fate of these waters once they are exported of the coastal zone. Their
dispersion and dilution are expected to be quite different according to their density and equilibrium level.

Intensity and variability of shelf-slope exchanges:
There is a clear need for studies at the regional scale to elucidate the mechanisms controlling the general
circulation in the slope region. […]. A dedicated effort to correctly assess the coupling between the coastal
zones and the deep-sea at the basin scale represent a major challenge.
The objective would be the quantification of the shelf-slope exchanges of water along
the entire boundary of the basin and the residence times of coastal water. Different test areas with distinctive
characteristics could be defined (broad shelves vs. narrow shelves, presence or not of canyons, predominant
wind regimes, characteristic of stability of the slope current). The quantification of the exchanges of
particulate and dissolved matter exchanges would directly benefit from this global quantification.
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Impact on pelagic and benthic ecosystems of the coastal zone:
Impacts of severe weather and flooding events: What are the different time scales of the
ecosystems response to strong events (floods, flushing of the coastal zone by storms or by dense water
cascading, strong winds)? Do strong events produce a strong coupling between pelagic and benthic
ecosystems?

 Impact of oceanic mixing: What are the influence of the periods of strong mixing and convection on
the phytoplanktonic production and the structure of the pelagic ecosystem? How does this production vary
according to the depth, to freshwater inputs, confinement?

Effects on the mid-term: What are the effects of events (flood, resuspension) and their recurrence on
the mid-term on the structure and the functioning (e.g., diagenetic processes) of the benthic communities and
their persistency?
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Societal and economical impacts
 How the socio-economic evolutions will affect environment in the future ?
 Development of long-term scenarios that can be used as input to
climate models
 What are the socio-economic impacts of environmental events,
 from short- term extreme events (flash-floods, wind storms)
 to long term evolutions (climate change)
See posters B1-B4 and round table PS.3

Observing driver’s beahviour
during flash-floods (Ruin et al, 2008)
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Heavy rainfall events, Flash-floods and floods



Intense sea-atmosphere interactions

C. The coastal Zone

D. Societal and economical impacts

E. Global Experimental Strategy

The observation strategy
 Specific observational needs for the long-term water cycle: LOP
 ~10 years, over the all Mediterranean basin, relying on operational observation systems
(meteorological, oceanic and hydrological observatories and instrumented sites,…) and
oppornuity measurements

• Need for international cooperation and open data policy (past and future
data) relying on operational networks (e.g. national weather services,
MOON, MedCLIVAR, CIESM, …) to build a multi-compartimental data
base (or meta-data base) for the Mediterranean basin

The observation strategy
 Specific observational needs for processes studies: SOP, relying on shipborne and airborne
observations, heavily instrumented observatories with „high-tech“ instrumentation, …

SOP

LOP

An area with heavy
precipitation, flashfloods, cyclogeneses,
strong regional winds,
dense water formation
intense, ocean
convection, rivers and
coastal zones

The observation strategy
 A nested observation strategy both in time and space, with a 4-year EOP for processes studies
and budget studies

SOP

Sub-basin

EOP

• Need for international cooperation toLOP
build an observational strategy 
inventory of instrumented sites, reservation of the needed ships and aircrafts

The observation strategy
 A nested observation strategy both in time and space, for processes and budget studies , for
intense events and long-term variability

Enhancement of existing observatories (ex:
OHM-CV, OMERE, MOOSE, OHP,
RENAG,etc) and of operational systems

Existing operational network and
observatories + opportunity
measurements

(+ ponctual field campaigns)

LOP

EOP
2010

2010
2011

2012

Western
SOP
Mediterranean

Phasing with T-NAWDEX,
HALO missions and
MEDEX

2013

2014

2015

2016
2016

2017

2018

2019

Eastern
Mediterranean ?
Special observation Period with
intensive observations
(shipborne, airborne, research
instruments, etc)

2020

Roadmap for the round tables
White Book (WB)

PS1
PS3

Missing scientific questions in WB ? withdrawn or reformulate them ?
Hierarchy/priority of the questions to be adressed within HyMeX?
What needs to be observed ? With which temporal /spatial frequency and coverage?
How does it fit with the general LOP/EOP/SOP strategy ? modeling study or
development required for the preparation of the field campaign, and to progress in
HyMeX scientific questions ? which modeling systems are needed to be run during
the field campaign?

International Science Plan (ISP)

PS2
PS3

Main scientific issues and open questions

Science Program, general observation
and modelling strategies

SOP - identify the instrumental platforms (aircrafts, ships, balloons, etc) and kind of
instruments onboard . Define the domain of observations, potential PIs / contact
points are welcome.
EOP - Identify enhanced observation networks (sounding, GPS, radars, etc) and
instruments (lidar, radiometers, soil moisture sensors, etc).
LOP - access to operational networks and to the research observatories data
(inventory, data policy). Inventory of satellite data and development of satellite
products. Identification of relevant partners to collaborate on the data access, metadatabase..

International Implementation Plan (IIP)

Detailed implementation of the
observations and modelling
actions

Roadmap for the round tables
White Book (WB)

PS1
PS3

Missing scientific questions in WB ? withdrawn or reformulate them ?
Hierarchy/priority of the questions to be adressed within HyMeX?
What needs to be observed ? With which temporal /spatial frequency and coverage?
How does it fit with the general LOP/EOP/SOP1 strategy ? t modeling study or
development required for the preparation of the field campaign, and to progress in
HyMeX scientific questions ? which modeling systems are needed to be run during
the field campaign?

International Science Plan (ISP)

PS2
PS3

Main scientific issues and open questions

Science Program, general observation
and modelling strategies

Modelling - identify/design the modeling platforms and products that have to be
developed/improved to address the HyMeX scientific questions. Inventory/identify the
modeling systems that could be run in real time during the SOP/EOP to guide the
instrument deployment. Define a general framework for validation of
parameterizations and model inter-comparisons.
Data assimilation - Identify the data assimilation systems and targeting observations
systems that could be run in real time during the SOP/EOP to guide the instrument
deployment. Inventory of the field campaign observations that could be assimilated in
real time.

International Implementation Plan (IIP)

Detailed implementation of the
observations and modelling
actions

Questions or Comments?

The coastal zone

Questions or Comments?

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

The intense events:
processes and contribution to the trend
 A nested observation strategy both in time and space, with EOP relying on enhanced
observations in research observatories both for processes studies and budget studies

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
Aerosols: 1984-1994 ave. from Meteosat
Precipitation: 1979-1988 ave. from AMIP
(Moulin et al., JGR, 1998)
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 Radiative budget and water budget
 A control of the aerosol load seasonal variability by rain and vice-versa?

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea
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The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
Mean sea level variations in the Mediterranean

 Large amplitudes (max. in Oct-Nov, min. in
March): 50% due to steric effects, 50% due to
an imbalance between the in-flow/out-flow at
Gibraltar, evaporation and precipitation.
 On a seasonal scale, Mediterranean water
mass is not exactly conserved. Continuous
monitoring of the mean sea level, and thus of
the water mass budget: very valuable
indicator of climatic changes around the
Mediterranean.

WG1 - Water budget of the Mediterranean Sea

The long-term water cycle:
variability and trend
 Regional scale contribution of the continental surfaces to the water budget
 Evaluation of the seasonal, interannual to decadal variability and trend
 Role of climatic forcing
 Role of anthropogenic forcing

Sensitivity of droughts to soil moisture
(Vautard et al., 2006)
 2 MM5 runs forced with
ERA-40 (MJJ 1994): 15%
and 30% soil moisture
south of 46°N
 Northward propagation of
the drought

WG2 - Hydrological continental cycle

The intense events:
processes and contribution to the trend
 Mixing of the upper ocean layer: air/sea
interactions (intense fluxes)

Forced by ECMWF (0.5°)

 Role of small-scale atmospheric/oceanic
features on ocean mixing
 Improvement of air/sea interaction
parameterization

Maximum mixed layer depth
May 1998-April 2002 ocean Model
MED16 (~5km)
(Béranger)

Forced by ERA40 (1°)

The intense events:
processes and contribution to the trend
 Impact of climate change on Heavy Precipitation and Flash-Floods
Projection of heavy precipitation and FF in climate scenarios

Cumulative distributions of the TOPMODEL
performance over Cévennes-Vivarais small to
medium basins (Le lay and Saulnier, 2007)
WG3 - Heavy precipitation, floods and flash-floods

The modelling strategy :
coupled system modelling
The aim is to improve tools for more accurate forecasts (extreme events to
seasonal forecast) and more accurate climate modelling (regional hindcast,
climate change scenario)
• Development and validation of regional
hydrological, oceanic and atmospheric models
(coupled and not coupled) at all time scales
• Assess how present (and future) climate
variability impacts on water resources

Wintertime SST difference between AORCM and
ARCM climate change responses. Somot et al. (2007)

• Develop methods/tools to quantify
uncertainties both in the forecast of intense
events and in the climate scenario for the longterm evolution.

• Need for international cooperation between research institutes, operational
services and end-users to build a numerical strategy in relation with the
observations:
• for the field experiment: coupled model development, data assimilation and forecast
• post-experiment: forecast evaluation, coupled process studies, model validation and
improvment

The intense events:
processes and contribution to the trend
Air-sea feedbacks: Impact of “spume” droplets on air-sea fluxes
The “spume” latent heat flux may represents 10%
of the total turbulent flux for a wind speed of 10 m/s
and 10 to 40% for 15 to 18 m/s wind speeds; They
may also act as CCN.
(Andreas and Decosmo, 2001)

Simulated sea salt loading over the
Mediterranean Sea during a Mistral event
(Salameh et al., 2007)

The Coastal zone

Modis image for December 8, 2003
(3 days after an exceptional flood
of the Rhône river and other small rivers)

 High turbidity along the coast after the flood

Cross-section along the Cap Creus canyon

 A strong interannual variability, related to meteorological conditions and
freshwater inputs of the previous automn and winter
WG5 - The coastal dynamics

